Analytics in a Day – Our 1-Day Workshop

Hands-on workshop to get you started on Cloud Analytics. The ultimate objective is to enable a truly data-driven culture in your organization matured through practical expertise in cloud analytics.

This workshop helps you create an analytics pipeline, ranging from data ingestion to business intelligence. We will walk you through how you can empower your users with self-service analytics and enable a truly data-driven culture in your organization.

The workshop also includes a hands-on training, demonstrating how you can get started on your own cloud analytics journey.

Discussion

Businesses are being increasingly driven by data. Data warehouses are expected to be intelligent enough to drive businesses forward, apart from providing insights into historical data. We will help you leverage traditional structured data warehouses and modern data lakes to enable easy access to vast amounts of data for new, valuable insights to our customers.

We will discuss how Business Intelligence can be derived from the vast amounts of data. We will explore the advantages that cloud-based services bring to analytics.

We will close out the workshop by exploring Azure Synapse Analytics – a platform that provides a limitless analytics service with unmatched speed to insight that can drive an entirely new way of doing business.

Contact Fyrsoft to learn more at:

- Modern Workplace and Intelligent Cloud – Jegadesh Sankar – sankar@fyrsoft.com – (832)-528-0417
- Data & AI – Faizeen Khandaker – faizeenk@fyrsoft.com – (508)-963-2729
- Sales and Marketing – Sales@fyrsoft.com
- Staffing Services – Himayath Ali – ali@fyrsoft.com – (425)-523-9524